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Abstract 

 
In 1944, a trade related meeting was held which was attended by representatives from 

across the globe at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. With the end of World War II in sight, 

the reason for the meeting was to build up an arrangement for revamping the world 

economy. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank were formally made 

at this meeting. In any case, a proposed International Trade Organization neglected to get 

the important backing from taking an interest nations' authoritative bodies throughout the 

following quite a long while, so a formerly endorsed area known as the General Agreement 

on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was lifted to a lead position in conveying request to world 

exchange. The organization of GATT had its central station in Geneva. 
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1. Introduction 

 
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was a multilateral assention 

directing worldwide exchange. As indicated by its prelude, its motivation was the 

"considerable diminishment of taxes and other exchange hindrances and the disposal of 

inclinations, on an equal and commonly beneficial premise." It was arranged amid the 

United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment and was the result of the 

disappointment of arranging governments to make the International Trade Organization 

(ITO). GATT was formed by initial membership 23 countries in Geneva on October 30, 

1947 and came into force on January 1, 1948. It was made in 1948 with a reason for 

significant lessening of levies and other exchange hindrances and the end of inclinations, 

on an equal and commonly invaluable premise. It was initially put under the ITO 

(International Trade Organization), which was bolstered by the United Nations (UN). At 

the point when the ITO neglected to approve, GATT developed into the World Trade 
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Organization (WTO). There a couple real imperfections in the GATT structure, for 

example, insufficient upholding power, which prompted numerous questions among the 

individuals. Additionally, the guidelines and regulations that were made under GATT were 

transitory in nature. 

Participation in the GATT has developed to more than 120 countries, with China and 

Russia as eminent exemptions. A key component of GATT exchange assertions is that the 

tenets must be connected similarly and decently to exchange between every part country. 

In any case, special cases can be arranged. For instance, created nations might force bring 

down exchange hindrances on things imported from underdeveloped nations than on 

similar things originating from other created nations. Likewise, two or more nations might 

arrange isolate exchange understandings that are more positive than the GATT 

procurements. This is the situation under North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA), which is talked about in Leaflet. 

GATT has served both as a legitimate establishment and a discussion for part countries to 

determine exchange clashes. There have been eight rounds of exchange transactions under 

GATT, all of which finished effectively with exchange understandings that were later 

approved and actualized by part nations. The real center in prior rounds was the lessening 

in levies on stock. The outcome has been a diminishment from a normal tax rate of roughly 

40 percent at the time GATT was made to around 4 percent in the mid-1990s. Rural and 

material items were prominent special cases to the merchandise secured in these before 

rounds. The accentuation changed and expanded in the Uruguay Round: non-duty 

exchange obstructions got more consideration; agribusiness and materials were 

incorporated; exchange administrations and protected innovation was considered 

interestingly; the forces and structure of the GATT association were altered and 

strengthened. 

2. Functions of GATT 

 
The GATTs fundamental target was the decrease of obstructions to worldwide exchange. 

This was accomplished through the decrease of tax boundaries, quantitative confinements 

and sponsorships on exchange through a progression of assentation’s. The GATT was a 
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settlement, not an association in spite of the fact that a little secretariat involved what is 

today the Center William Rappard in Geneva, Switzerland. The elements of the GATT 

were assumed control by the World Trade Organization which was built up amid the last 

round of transactions in mid 1990s. 

2.1 Rounds of Global Trade Talks under GATT: 

 
2.1.1 To begin with Round: Geneva April 1947 

 
In the first round of talks held in Geneva in 1947, 23 nations, which had framed GATT, 

traded duty concessions on 45,000 items worth 10 billion US dollars of exchange per 

annum. This influenced 10% of aggregate Global Trade. 

2.1.2 Second Round: Annecy Round 1950 

 
The second round occurred in 1949 in Annecy, France. 13 nations joined in the round. The 

primary center of the discussions was more duty decreases, around 5000 aggregate. 

2.1.3 Third Round Torquay Round 1951 

 
The third round happened in Torquay, England in 1951. 38 nations joined in the round. 

8,700 duty concessions were made totaling the remaining measure of duties to three-fourths 

of the taxes which were as a result in 1948. The contemporaneous dismissal by the United 

States of the Havana Charter meant the foundation of the GATT as an overseeing world 

body. 

2.1.4 Fourth Round Geneva Round 1955-1956 

 
The fourth round came back to Geneva in 1955 and endured until May 1956. 26 nations 

joined in the round. $2.5 billion in duties were dispensed with or diminished. Fifth Round 

Geneva (Dillion) Round 1960-1962 

2.1.5 Fifth round Geneva 1960 to 1962. 

 
The discussions were named after U.S. Treasury Secretary and previous Under Secretary 

of State, Douglas Dillon, who initially proposed the discussions. 26 nations partook in the 

round. Alongside decreasing over $4.9 billion on 4400 things in taxes, it additionally 
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yielded talk identifying with the formation of the European Economic Community (EEC). 

 
2.1.6 Sixth Round Kennedy Round 1964-1967 

 
With the arrangement EEC, the US had been put off guard. As a response to this, the US 

Congress passed the Trade Expansion Act in October 1962 which approved the Kennedy 

organization to make 50 for each penny duty diminishment in all wares. 

2.1.7 Seventh Round Tokyo Round 1973-1979 

 
Lessened taxes and built up new regulations went for controlling the multiplication of non- 

duty hindrances and deliberate fare limitations. The Seventh Round of Multilateral Trade 

Negotiations (MTN) was dispatched in September 1973 under the sponsorship of GATT. 

Its goals were set down in the Tokyo Declaration. The Declaration set out an extensive 

system for the arrangements in six territories. These are duty diminishment of end of non- 

levy hindrances composed decrease of all exchange boundaries in chose areas discourse on 

the multilateral protection framework exchange liberalization in the agrarian division 

considering the extraordinary attributes unique treatment of tropical items. It additionally 

stressed that MTN must consider the uncommon, hobbies and issues of creating nations. 

2.1.8 Eighth Round Uruguay Round 1986-1993 

 
The Eighth Round of GATT arrangements which started at Punta Del Esta in Uruguay in 

September 1986 should have been closed before the end of 1990. Be that as it may, at the 

clerical meeting in Brussels in December 1990, an impasse was come to over the zone of 

farming and the discussions separated. The discussions were restarted in February 1991 

and proceeded till August 1991. 

3. Introduction Of World Trade Organization 

 
The WTO was resulting from the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which 

was set up in 1947. A progression of exchange arrangements, GATT rounds started toward 

the end of World War II and were gone for lessening duties for the help of worldwide 

exchange on merchandise. The method of reasoning for GATT depended on the Most 

Favored Nation (MFN) proviso, which, when appointed to one nation by another, gives the 
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chose nation advantaged exchanging rights. All things considered; GATT intended to offer 

all nations some assistance with obtaining MFN-like status so that no single nation would 

be at an exchanging advantage over others. 

The WTO supplanted GATT as the world's worldwide exchanging body in 1995, and the 

present arrangement of representing guidelines originates from the Uruguay Round of 

GATT transactions, which occurred all through 1986-1994. GATT exchanging regulations 

built up somewhere around 1947 and 1994 (and specifically those arranged amid the 

Uruguay Round) remain the essential standard book for multilateral exchange products. 

Particular divisions, for example, farming have been tended to, and issues managing hostile 

to dumping. 

The Uruguay Round additionally established the frameworks for managing exchange 

administrations. The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) is the rule 

coordinating multilateral exchange administrations. Licensed innovation rights were 

additionally tended to in the foundation of regulations ensuring the exchange and venture 

of thoughts, ideas, outlines, licenses, et cetera. 

The motivation behind the WTO is to guarantee that worldwide exchange starts easily, 

openly and typically. The WTO makes and typifies the legitimate guidelines for worldwide 

exchange among part countries and consequently offers a framework for universal 

business. The WTO plans to make monetary peace and security on the planet through a 

multilateral framework in light of consenting part states (presently there are somewhat 

more than 140 individuals) that have endorsed the standards of the WTO in their individual 

nations also. This implies WTO rules turn into a part of a nation's household legitimate 

framework. The principles, along these lines, apply to nearby organizations and nationals 

in the behavior of business in the global enclosure. In the event that an organization chooses 

to put resources into an outside nation, by, for instance, setting up an office in that nation, 

the tenets of the WTO (and consequently, a nation's neighborhood laws) will oversee how 

that should be possible. Hypothetically, if a nation is a part to the WTO, its neighborhood 

laws can't negate WTO guidelines and regulations, which right now administer around 97% 

of all world exchange. 
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3.1 Functions of WTO 

 
Basically, the WTO is a spot where part governments go, to attempt to deal with the 

exchange issues they confront with each other. The initial step is to talk. The WTO was 

conceived out of arrangements, and everything the WTO does is the consequence of 

transactions. The main part of the WTO's present work originates from the 1986-94 

arrangements called the Uruguay Round and prior transactions under the General 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The WTO is as of now the host to new 

transactions, under the Doha Development Agenda propelled in 2001. 

Where nations have confronted exchange boundaries and needed them brought down, the 

transactions have changed exchange. Yet, the WTO is not just about changing exchange, 

and in a few circumstances its standards support keeping up exchange hindrances for 

instance to ensure shoppers or keep the spread of malady. 

At its heart are the WTO understandings, arranged and marked by the majority of the 

universes exchanging countries. These records give the legitimate guidelines to universal 

trade. They are basically contracts, tying governments to keep their exchange arrangements 

inside concurred limits. In spite of the fact that arranged and marked by governments, the 

objective is to help makers of products and administrations, exporters, and merchants lead 

their business, while permitting governments to meet social and natural goals. 

The frameworks overriding reason for existing is to exchange stream as unreservedly as 

could be expected under the circumstances insofar as there are no undesirable symptoms 

since this is imperative for financial improvement and prosperity. That incompletely 

implies uprooting obstructions. It likewise implies guaranteeing that people, organizations 

and governments realize what the exchange tenets are far and wide, and giving them the 

certainty that there will be no sudden changes of strategy. At the end of the day, the 

standards must be straightforward and unsurprising. 

4. Contrasts Between GATT and WTO 

 
The WTO is not an augmentation of the GATT but rather progression to the GATT. It 

totally replaces GATT and has an altogether different character. The real contrasts between 
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the two are: 

 
4.1 The GATT had no status though the WTO has a lawful status. It has been made a by 

global bargain confirmed by governments and assemblies of part states. 

4.2 The GATT was an arrangement of standards and techniques identifying with 

multilateral understandings of particular nature. There were particular concessions to 

partitioned issues, which were not tying on individuals. Any part could stay out of the 

understanding. The understandings, which shape part of the WTO, are lasting and tying on 

all individuals. 

4.3 The GATT debate settlement framework was slow and not tying on the gatherings to 

the question. The WTO debate settlement component is quicker and tying on all gatherings. 

4.4 GATT was a gathering where the part nations met once in 10 years to talk about and 

take care of world exchange issues. The WTO, then again, is an appropriately settled tenet- 

based World Trade Organization where choices on assentation are time bound. 

4.5 The GATT rules connected to exchange merchandise. Exchange administrations was 

incorporated into the Uruguay Round yet no understanding was touched base at. The WTO 

covers both exchange products and exchange administrations. 

4.6 The GATT had a little secretariat overseen by a Director General. In any case, the WTO 

has an extensive secretariat and a colossal authoritative setup. 
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